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ABSTRACT 

Criminal justice in the United States is a major point of focus in today’s society. While many feel 
that the system is broken beyond repair, major initiatives are underway to reshape and 

rehabilitate the criminal justice system. This change is taking place locally through state 
organizations, nationwide through federal legislation, and worldwide through several 

groundbreaking programs and policies. Substantial criminal reform has not occurred in 
Tennessee in decades. The time has come for a thorough review and reassessment of the criminal 

justice system in Tennessee.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 The criminal justice system in the United States is in a troubling situation. Court dockets 

are flooded with more cases than can be cleared each year. Public Defender’s Offices are 

overburdened with nearly double the recommended caseload per attorney. Jails and prisons are 

overcrowded, and the average costs of incarceration and prosecution have skyrocketed over the 

past several decades. The criminal code itself is in serious need of reform. The system is 

struggling, to put it lightly.  

 The time has come for a major overhaul of the criminal justice system in the United 

States, and Tennessee in particular. Criminal reform is desperately needed to address the serious 

burdens currently plaguing the criminal justice system. Steps must be taken to reduce the 

constant influx of criminal cases, programs to reduce the recidivism rate need to be instituted, 

increased funding is needed to hire additional attorneys to ease the burden on Public Defender’s 

offices, and rehabilitative measures should be expanded to provide effective alternatives to 

incarceration.  

The criminal code should be reviewed and revised to remove or reclassify offenses that 

currently result in unnecessary incarceration or unreasonable penalties. Additionally, the practice 

of revoking driver’s licenses for failure to pay fines should be done away with as it only 

perpetuates the cycle of repeat offenses and makes it far too difficult and burdensome for 

offenders to pay their debt and become productive members of society. A serious need exists for 

the implementation and expansion of services that assist former prisoners with obtaining 

employment upon their release and help reduce their likelihood of reoffending. 

The goals for this analysis are to examine the current status of the criminal justice system 

in the United States and Tennessee and review the factors that have shaped it. Additionally, it 
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will identify and examine steps being taken to address this issue both domestically and 

internationally. The final goal is to craft a suggested course of action for Tennessee moving 

forward.  

CURRENT STATE OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN U.S. AND TENNESSEE  

United States 

The United States has long been at the forefront of global incarceration rates. The total 

number of incarcerated individuals in America grew from roughly 500,000 in 1980 to 2.2 million 

in 2015.1 Presently, one out of thirty-seven American adults, or roughly 2.7% of the population, 

are under correctional supervision of some kind.2 Despite only making up about 5% of the 

Earth’s population, the United States constitutes 21% of the global incarcerated population.3 

Compared with other major countries, the United States is in a league of its own. The United 

States has an incarceration rate of nearly 655 per 100,000 individuals.4 China, the country with 

the second highest criminal population, incarcerates roughly 118 per 100,000 for a total 

incarcerated population of roughly 1.6 million5; Russia incarcerates 405 per 100,000 for a total 

incarcerated population of 587,0006; Mexico incarcerates 164 per 100,000 for a total 

incarcerated population of 204,0007; and Canada incarcerates 114 per 100,000 for a total 

incarcerated population of 41,000.8 The country that comes closest to the United States’ 

incarceration rate is El Salvador with 605 incarcerated per 100,000 for a total incarcerated 

population of about 39,000.9 Clearly, the United States stands alone in this regard.  

 The 655 per 100,000 figure for the United States is the nationwide average. When 

looking at states individually, however, the disparity becomes even more glaring. If each state 

were a standalone country, the United States would occupy the top thirty-one spots for highest 

incarceration rates of all countries.10 Oklahoma has the highest incarceration rate in the United 
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States at 1,079 per 100,000; followed by Louisiana at 1,052 per 100,000 and Mississippi at 1,039 

per 100,000.11 The state with the lowest incarceration rate is Massachusetts with 324 per 

100,000.12  

It would be reasonable to assume that the high incarceration rate in the United States is 

due to an increase in criminal activity. Recently, however, criminal caseloads in the United 

States have been declining at a rate of roughly 2% per year.13 The total number of incoming 

criminal cases fell from 21.4 million in 2007 to roughly 17.8 million in 2016.14 This represents a 

decline of 17% over about a ten-year span. On average, the distribution of these cases is 76% 

misdemeanor, 22% felony, and 2% other.15 Misdemeanor crimes are typically those that carry a 

fine and/or less than one year in jail. Despite falling criminal case rates nationwide, the United 

States continues to see its incarcerated population rise.  

A large amount of criminal case filings, coupled with high incarceration rates, have a 

profound impact on many facets of society. High caseloads overburden Public Defender’s offices 

and affect indigent defendants’ abilities to receive proper representation. In 2007, Public 

Defender’s offices in the United States were assigned 5.6 million incoming cases while 

employing nearly 15,000 attorneys.16 This represents an average caseload of 373 cases per 

attorney per year. According to a 1973 study by the National Advisory Commission, a Public 

Defender’s annual caseload should not exceed 150 felony cases, 400 misdemeanor cases, 200 

juvenile cases, or 25 appeals.17 In 2007, only about one in four Public Defender’s offices had the 

appropriate number of attorneys on staff to meet the recommended caseload guidelines.18  

Individuals who are incarcerated can also have a high likelihood of recidivism upon 

release.19 Recidivism is the tendency for a person who is convicted of a crime to reoffend.20 A 

Bureau of Justice Statistics study monitored about 400,000 state prisoners following their release 
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in 2005.21 Within nine years, the individuals had amassed nearly two million arrests, an average 

of nearly five arrests per person.22 Of the total group, 68% were rearrested within three years; 

79% within six years; and 83% within the nine-year period of the study.23 

The reasons for recidivism include the individual’s inability to obtain employment upon 

their release, exposure to serious offenders while incarcerated, and inability to repay costs and 

fines due to their being unable to obtain employment. Criminal records negatively impact 

people’s abilities to obtain employment after their case has concluded, sometimes reducing the 

likelihood of receiving a job offer by as much as fifty percent.24 

The economic impact of an individual’s journey through the criminal justice system, 

including incarceration and probation, is staggering. In 2010, the United States spent $80 billion 

on criminal corrections.25 On average, it costs a state $80 per day to incarcerate someone and 

$3.50 to supervise an individual who has been placed on probation.26 In 2016, nearly 2.2 million 

people were incarcerated in the United States.27 Additionally, 4.5 million individuals were under 

some form of community corrections, either probation or parole.28 Based on those figures, the 

United States is spending nearly $200 million per day on its criminal population. When all costs 

associated with adjudicating criminal charges, such as policing costs, judicial expenses, and legal 

fees, are taken into account, the annual cost rises from $80 billion to nearly $261 billion per 

year.29  

Currently, of the 2.2 million people incarcerated in America, 536,000 are still awaiting 

trial.30 Of that figure, 465,000 are being held in local jails.31 In total, jails constitute roughly one-

third of the total incarcerated population.32 That amount, however, is not indicative of the whole 

picture. All told, people are taken to jail 10.6 million times per year.33 One in five people who 
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are incarcerated were arrested for drug offenses.34 Drug possession, alone, accounts for one 

million arrests per year.35 

Tennessee 

Compared with the rest of the United States, Tennessee ranks near the top among state 

incarceration rates. Tennessee incarcerates 853 per 100,000 individuals, or nearly 25% higher 

than the national average of 655.36 Tennessee’s average is 239 more than El Salvador.37 Between 

2010 and 2017, Tennessee saw its criminal case filings decrease nearly 12% from about 175,000 

to 155,000.38 During that span, Tennessee saw its case clearance rate, or the amount of cases 

resolved compared to newly filed cases, rise from 96.3% to 97.8%.39 Though this is a marked 

improvement over that span, it still shows that more cases are filed than can be cleared each year.  

Additionally, Tennessee expended roughly $912 million on corrections in 2016.40  This 

includes the total costs for operating state prisons and probation and parole programs but 

excludes the costs of operating the juvenile corrections centers.41 Tennessee’s total incarcerated 

population in 2016 was 54,833, nearly evenly distributed between jails and prisons.42 Tennessee 

also had 62,829 individuals on probation and 13,063 on parole.43 In total, Tennessee had 130,725 

people either incarcerated or under community supervision. Tennessee’s total population in 2016 

was 6.65 million.44 Tennessee’s rate of 2% of its population under some form of correctional 

supervision is in line with the national average.  

CURRENT CRIMINAL REFORM INITIATIVES  

United States  

Criminal reform typically occurs through legislation. Often, it is the result of a long 

process involving thorough review of a certain aspect of criminal justice. As it pertains to the 

criminal code itself, change often comes in the form of decriminalization or legalization. 
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Legalization, the more drastic of the two, consists of sanctioning or giving legal validity to 

something that had previously been illegal.45 Decriminalization, on the other hand, involves 

repealing a ban while continuing to regulate the activity.46 

One of the most relevant examples of decriminalization involves the current debate on 

marijuana legalization. Several states have passed legislation permitting the use of medical 

marijuana47, decriminalizing the possession of small amounts of marijuana48, or flat out 

legalizing recreational use of marijuana.49 Currently, thirty-one states permit the use of medical 

marijuana and fifteen others permit low-THC, high cannabidiol products for medical use.50 

Presently, nine states plus the District of Columbia have legalized the possession of small 

amounts of marijuana for personal use, while twenty-two states, including the aforementioned 

nine plus D.C., have enacted laws decriminalizing the possession of small amounts of 

marijuana.51 Many of the states that have passed decriminalization measures now treat 

possession of small amounts of marijuana as civil offenses or low-level misdemeanors that carry 

small fines and no potential jail time.52 However, despite this nationwide sea change, marijuana 

is still designated as a Schedule I drug by the Federal Government, meaning that it carries a high 

dependency rate and offers insignificant medical benefits.53 Previously, the Federal Government 

had deferred to the states regarding enforcement of medical marijuana laws and other 

decriminalization initiatives. However, as of late, this stance has changed.54 It is unclear what 

effect this will have on the current decriminalization efforts across the country. 

It is equally unclear what overall effect these decriminalization laws will have on society. 

States that have enacted legalization measures are serving as proverbial canaries in the coalmine 

for this evolving status quo. Other states considering legalization initiatives of their own are 

keeping a close eye on the progress states that have legalized marijuana make in the near future. 
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Some interesting statistics to consider moving forward will be incarceration rates, overall effect 

on drug offenses and drug use, increased revenue brought in through taxation, and any other 

collateral effect it may have on society. If these states prove to be successful and are able to 

demonstrate a marked benefit created through marijuana legalization, then it should only be a 

matter of time before other states, and the Federal Government itself, follow suit.  

 Recently, U.S. senators introduced a bill to spearhead criminal justice reform 

nationwide.55 The bill, titled “The National Criminal Justice Commission Act of 2017”, was a 

bipartisan project to create a Criminal Justice Reform Commission.56 Over an eighteen-month 

period, the Commission would “review every aspect of the nation’s criminal justice system, from 

policing to prosecution to prisons.”57 At the end of the review, the Commission would provide a 

proposed set of reforms for federal, state, and tribal systems.58 The Commission is drawing 

comparisons to the Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice created by 

Lyndon B. Johnson in 1965.59 The 1965 Commission issued over two hundred recommendations 

which helped with “creat[ing] the 911 emergency call system, improving training for law 

enforcement and establishing research organizations such as the Bureau of Justice Statistics.”60 

 The bill references the fact that the United States has not conducted a formal review of its 

criminal justice system since the 1965 Commission.61 The bill calls for the Commission to 

present recommendations to the President and Congress regarding federal criminal justice 

reform, then to disseminate its suggestions to the federal government as well as to state, local, 

and tribal governments.62 The bill was introduced in March 2017 and has yet to pass the 

committee review stage of the legislative process.  

 The 1965 Commission, following an eighteen-month study, presented over two hundred 

recommendations to address the nation’s criminal justice system.63 The Commission, which 
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consisted of sixty-three staffers as well as hundreds of experts, consultants, and advisors, 

collected and examined data related to everything from juvenile offenses to organized crime in 

America.64 The Commission’s report, titled “The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society,” resulted 

in major changes to the criminal justice system in America. Some of the things created in the 

aftermath of the Commission’s report include: the 911 national emergency number; the creation 

of the first national Crime Victim Survey, which the Bureau of Justice Statistics continues to 

conduct annually; the creation and continued expansion of police training and education 

programs; the development of the Community-Oriented Policing Services program (COPS), 

which works to ease tensions between police departments and their communities; and the 

creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, which provides federal funds to 

state and local governments for law enforcement training and education.65 

Individual States 

In addition to the efforts to initiate criminal reform at the federal level, many states have 

taken it upon themselves to address the nation’s need for comprehensive criminal reform. 

According to Pew Charitable Trusts, thirty-five states have participated in the Justice 

Reinvestment Initiative to reform their sentencing and corrections policies.66 Through reform, 

the states seek to use taxpayer money more productively by working to reduce prison 

populations by only incarcerating serious offenders and applying the savings to programs that 

work toward reducing recidivism and probation revocation.67 Through the program, prison 

populations are controlled, which frees up funds that can be reinvested into programs that 

productively reduce recidivism.68 This, in turn, eases the burden on taxpayers and helps promote 

public safety.69 
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More specifically, in 2017, Louisiana introduced comprehensive reform of its criminal 

justice system.70 Through this reform, Louisiana expects to reduce its prison population by 10% 

and its probationer population by 12% over a ten-year period.71 Based on that reduction, 

Louisiana expects to achieve $262 million in savings over that period and plans to reinvest 70% 

of that amount back into programs whose focus are reducing recidivism and supporting victims 

of crimes.72 The legislation is the result of the work of the Louisiana Justice Reinvestment Task 

Force, created in 2015.73 Following an effort that consisted of gathering data, coordinating with 

state and federal lawmakers, holding town halls and other community outreach efforts, and 

collaborating with all levels of the state criminal justice system, the Task Force identified six 

factors that led Louisiana to possess the highest incarceration rate in the nation.74 These factors 

included: unusually high incarceration rates for nonviolent crimes, longer prison terms and lower 

parole eligibility, larger and growing number of people under community supervision, high 

criminal justice debts and significant bars to re-entry to society for offenders, inadequate support 

services for victims of crimes, and state budgetary decisions that did not support its long-term 

goals such as reduced mental health spending.75 

Based upon these factors, the Task Force submitted twenty-one recommendations to the 

Louisiana Governor which served as the basis for a package of ten bills that were introduced in 

2016 and passed in June 2017.76 The legislation had four primary goals: (1) prioritize prison 

space for those who pose a public safety threat, (2) strengthen community supervision, (3) 

eliminate barriers to re-entry, and (4) reinvest prison savings to reduce recidivism and support 

victims.77 These goals are supported and clearly defined by several sub-goals that address 

specific issues.  
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Other states following Louisiana’s example include Arkansas, Hawaii, Montana, and 

Michigan.78 Each of these states have introduced legislation that focuses on expanding probation 

eligibility for offenders, re-designating low-level felonies as misdemeanors, and addressing 

issues in the parole administration process such as avoiding re-imprisoning parolees for technical 

violations.79 In addition to the states above, Massachusetts has enacted legislation that addresses 

bail reform, minimum sentences, and increased drug treatment and diversion availability in lieu 

of incarceration.80 Similarly, California has worked to address sentence lengths for both old and 

young offenders as well as barriers to re-entry to society such as permitting certain criminal 

records to be sealed.81 

Worldwide 

 One of the most impressive examples of reform around the globe is Portugal’s decision to 

decriminalize all illegal drugs in 2001.82 With the policy change, the Portuguese government 

removed criminal penalties for possession of small amounts of all drugs.83 Instead of facing 

incarceration, a person found to be in possession of less than a 10-day supply of a drug is sent 

before a “Dissuasion Commission.”84 The Commission, a three-person panel typically consisting 

of a lawyer, a doctor, and a social worker, evaluates each person’s case and recommends either 

treatment or a small fine.85 The offender does not face incarceration. This policy only applies to 

addicts and recreational users.86 Traffickers and dealers still face criminal prosecution.87  

 Since enacting this policy, Portugal has experienced profound change in its citizens’ drug 

use and incarceration. Between 1999 and 2013, the total percentage of people incarcerated for 

drug offenses fell from 44% to 24%.88 Additionally, the number of people arrested and 

criminally charged for drug offenses fell by 60%.89 Contrary to fears of drug use increasing, the 

amount of people in drug treatment programs increased by 60%, the amount of people using 
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heroin fell from 100,000 to 25,000, and the number of overdose deaths fell from 80 in 2001 to 

only 16 in 2012.90 Another positive effect of this policy is that the number of HIV and AIDS 

cases fell dramatically, to only 78 and 74 cases, respectively, in 2013.91 

 By reducing the amount of money and manpower it had been expending to fight the War 

on Drugs, and instead funneling additional funds into diversion and treatment programs aimed at 

helping those addicted to illegal drugs, Portugal has transformed itself and experienced massive 

improvement. Currently, Portugal only spends about $10 per citizen on its drug policy per year.92 

Through this policy, Portugal has reduced the amount of people entering its criminal justice 

system, increased the availability of treatment programs, experienced a reduction in overall drug 

use, and reduced the spread of HIV and AIDS through dirty needles.93 If Portugal continues to 

see this level of success nearly twenty years after the program’s implementation, it may be a 

strategy that other countries use as an example when implementing their own policy changes.  

 Similarly, several countries have overhauled their prison systems to reduce recidivism 

rates and improve inmate health. Norway, for example, is home to what is known as “the ‘most 

humane’ prison in the world.”94 The Halden facility, a maximum-security prison, utilizes an 

“open” approach where prisoners are allowed to participate in recreational activities, such as 

swimming and tennis.95 Prisoners are also able to work on the prison’s farm or in workshops.96 

The open prison concept was instituted in 1998 and focuses on education, therapy, and 

training.97 Norway’s per prisoner expense is $93,000 per year, or nearly three times more than 

the United States.98 Despite the high costs, this program has resulted in a recidivism rate below 

30%.99  

 Germany and the Netherlands rely more on fines and community service rather than 

incarceration and have shorter sentence lengths compared to the United States.100 Additionally, 
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they each require inmates to participate in education and work programs while incarcerated. 

Inmates are also given more privacy and are able wear normal clothes rather than inmate 

uniforms.101 The prison systems in these countries attempt to keep the prisoners’ lives as 

“normal” as possible and sentence lengths to a minimum so that prisoners are less likely to 

become institutionalized and are more capable of reentering society upon their release.102 

 South Africa allows a non-profit organization called “Brothers for All” to work with 

prisoners in dozens of its prison facilities.103 The organization teaches prisoners how to code for 

computer software. The goal is to teach prisoners a profitable and high-demand trade so that they 

are able to escape poverty and crime following their release.104 Also, several of the instructors 

are former offenders, which help them to better understand the struggles and barriers prisoners 

face upon reentering society.105 

 Finally, the Dominican Republic has worked to overhaul its troubled prison system over 

the past several years. In 2003, a focus on achieving literacy was implemented in Dominican 

prisons.106 Since that time, several programs have been put into effect that allow prisoners to 

earn bachelor’s degrees while incarcerated, assist prisoners with obtaining employment 

following their release, and improve inmate healthcare and oral hygiene.107 These initiatives 

have helped reduce the recidivism rate in facilities utilizing the new program from 50% to about 

5%.108 

TENNESSEE CRIMINAL REFORM  

Historically and Presently  

Tennessee has not undertaken major criminal justice reform since 1989’s Criminal 

Sentencing Reform Act.109 That act set forth Tennessee’s methodology for sentencing criminal 

offenses. The sentencing guidelines established in the act, which sought uniformity in 
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sentencing, created a presumptive minimum sentence that courts would start at when 

commencing a sentencing hearing.110 Judges would then weigh enhancing and mitigating factors 

to determine what the ultimate length of the sentence would be.111  

Presumptive sentencing was found to be unconstitutional in a series of federal cases and, 

in 2005, Tennessee passed remedial legislation that brought the state within Constitutional 

compliance.112 Under the revised guidelines, Tennessee judges use an “advisory” approach to 

sentencing where offenders are sentenced within an established range and are no longer entitled 

to a presumptive minimum.113 Aside from this minor revision, there has not been any additional 

significant revision to Tennessee’s criminal statutes. 

Currently, however, there are several efforts, both legislatively and administratively, to 

address the issues facing the Tennessee criminal justice system. A few examples include the 

Coalition for Sensible Justice, the Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2018, the Fresh Start Bill, and 

recent federal class action lawsuits.  

The Coalition for Sensible Justice is seeking to bring about reform within all facets of the 

criminal justice system in Tennessee. The Coalition consists of the American Civil Liberties 

Union of Tennessee, Beacon Center of Tennessee, Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce, 

Tennessee Association of Goodwills, and the Tennessee County Services Association.114 The 

Coalition was created in 2016 and supports legislation that would bring necessary change to the 

criminal justice system. The Coalition’s goals include enacting legislation that promotes criminal 

laws that focus on conduct that threatens public safety, protecting taxpayers by lowering their 

financial burden and focusing on efficiency, prioritizing early prevention by identifying and 

addressing the root causes of criminal activity and educating juveniles prior to their entering the 

criminal justice system, focusing on people’s ability to re-enter the workforce and society upon 
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their release from incarceration, and promoting transparency and accountability within the 

criminal justice system.115 

Since its creation, the Coalition has participated in the creation of several pieces of 

legislation in Tennessee. In 2017, the Coalition supported the passage of bills that lowered the 

age at which juveniles could expunge their criminal records from 18 to 17 and required courts to 

notify juveniles when they became eligible to do so.116 Additionally, the Coalition supported a 

bill that permits Tennessee citizens to keep their licenses if revocation would cause undue 

hardship, allows citizens to keep their licenses if a payment plan to repay fines and fees is in 

place, and permits judges to waive fines and fees if a person is found to be indigent and 

incapable of repayment.117 

Most recently, the Coalition supported the Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2018 and the 

Fresh Start Bill, each of which saw passage in 2018, as well as proposed legislation that will 

provide funding for pilot programs incentivizing sheriff and probation departments to reduce 

recidivism and probation revocation by permitting increased fund payouts based on success 

rates.118 

The Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2018 aims to reduce the number of juveniles placed 

in state custody for minor offenses such as truancy or unruliness.119 In 2017, the Ad Hoc 

Tennessee Blue Ribbon Task Force on Juvenile Justice was created.120 The Task Force’s goal 

was to research the juvenile justice system in Tennessee and identify issues to be addressed as 

well as potential solutions. Some of the key findings of the study include: 44% of children placed 

in out-of-home custody were convicted of misdemeanors or status offenses such as running away 

or curfew violations, 1,100 children were in state custody for unruly and delinquent offenses, and 

children were spending more time in state facilities or under state-supervised probation.121  
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The Juvenile Justice Reform Act will lead the juvenile justice system to emphasize 

community-based supervision rather than removing children from their homes.122 It also seeks to 

reduce the time a child spends in the juvenile court system and decrease the number of offenses 

that require the removal of a child from their home.123 The bill also requires courts to conduct 

risk and needs assessments, create individualized case plans, and craft behavior responses for 

children adjudicated of delinquent offenses.124 Additionally, it aims to limit the offenses that 

permit children under the age of 14 to be charged as adults to only the most egregious, such as 

homicide.125 

The Fresh Start Act, enacted in early 2018, aims to address one of the major barriers 

offenders face following their conviction: employment licensing.126 The bill prevents 

occupational and professional licensing boards from denying occupational licenses based solely 

on someone’s criminal record.127 Instead, licensure can only be denied if the person is convicted 

of a violent offense, or if the offense is directly related to their ability to perform the job.128 The 

bill applies to 110 occupations in Tennessee that require a license.129 These occupations, mostly 

“blue collar” jobs, include HVAC installation and maintenance, plumbing, and pest control.130 

Previously, licensing boards were able to deny certification to anyone with a criminal 

record, even if they were only convicted of low-level misdemeanor offenses.131 The bill will also 

allow applicants to check their eligibility prior to beginning any training associated with 

licensing and, if denied eligibility, petition to have their status reviewed to prove their 

rehabilitation.132 This bill should have a profound impact on a recently released offender’s ability 

to obtain gainful employment upon their reentry to society. 

Another longtime issue of Tennessee’s criminal justice system has been a policy 

suspending offenders’ driver’s licenses if they fail to pay their court costs within a year of their 
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conviction. The law went into effect in 2012 and, since then, 146,000 people have had their 

licenses revoked for failing to pay their costs.133 Of that amount, only about 10% have been able 

to have their licenses reinstated.134 The law had a particularly harsh impact on indigent offenders 

who had no ability to pay the costs associated with their case.135 Revoking someone’s license for 

being unable to pay their court costs often sets in motion an endless cycle of court proceedings 

where the driver is pulled over and ticketed for driving on a revoked license, pleas to the charge, 

has additional costs added to the fee they already cannot pay, and continues to have to drive in 

their day-to-day life, thus risking additional penalties. 

In July 2018, a federal judge ruled that this law was unconstitutional.136 The ruling was 

the result of a class-action lawsuit filed in 2017 on behalf of over 100,000 drivers whose licenses 

had been revoked under the law.137 Those thousands of people are now able to start the process 

of regaining their driver’s licenses. In her ruling, the judge wrote, “If a person has no resources 

to pay a debt, he cannot be threatened or cajoled into paying it; he may, however, become able to 

pay it in the future. But taking his driver’s license away sabotages that prospect.”138 This ruling 

should help ease some of the burdens offenders face upon their release and could help reduce the 

recidivism rate.  

This ruling could lead to sweeping change across the nation, as well, as it sets a new 

precedent. The ability to drive is almost a necessity in today’s society and, without a reliable 

public transportation system, people are extremely hindered when that ability is taken from them. 

This affects their ability to obtain and keep employment, attend school, transport their children, 

and otherwise maintain a normal existence. The ruling should also reduce the caseloads of 

District Attorney’s offices and Public Defender’s offices as they will no longer have to expend 

resources adjudicating these types of cases.139 
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Currently, another class-action lawsuit is being heard that seeks to address Tennessee’s 

ability to revoke driver’s licenses when people fail to pay their traffic tickets.140 The case is 

being argued on largely the same merits and, if successful, could clear a path for more than 

250,000 people who have had their licenses revoked for failing, or being unable, to pay traffic 

tickets since 2012 to reclaim their licenses.141 

What Could Work Moving Forward 

 Several of the previously discussed approaches to criminal reform would be beneficial to 

Tennessee if implemented. The fact that Tennessee is already addressing driver’s license 

revocation for failure to pay court costs and fines due to the federal ruling is a major step in the 

right direction. Additionally, the recent efforts to reform the juvenile criminal justice system and 

address barriers to reentering society following incarceration are significant achievements; as are 

the overall efforts of the Coalition for Sensible Justice. However,  much more can be done. 

 Tennessee would greatly benefit from following Louisiana’s example by creating a task 

force to conduct an extensive review of the entire criminal justice system. The task force, which 

should similarly be appointed by and report to the governor, should consist of bipartisan officials 

and coordinate with representatives from across the criminal justice system: judges, district 

attorneys and public defenders, law enforcement officials, probation and parole officials, 

community leaders, officials from various programs, and any others whose input would be 

beneficial. The task force should be granted at least one year to gather and examine data, draft 

recommendations, and present them for consideration.  

Every aspect of Tennessee’s system should be reviewed, including the juvenile court 

system, criminal statutes, parole and probation programs, programs that focus on rehabilitation 

and reduction of recidivism, jails and prisons, and any other potential area. No stone should be 
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left unturned. This review should include the gathering of data, which has been especially 

lacking at the General Sessions level; as well as community outreach, like the town hall meetings 

used in Louisiana; and examination and discussions with officials from Louisiana to better 

understand how they conducted their review. Key points of focus should include reduction of the 

incarcerated population, expansion of rehabilitative and alternative sentencing programs, greater 

emphasis and funding for programs that work to reduce recidivism, and potential criminal 

offenses that could be re-designated to remove the requirement for incarceration.  

 Following the review, the task force would craft its findings into several 

recommendations to be presented to the governor. Based upon these recommendations, 

legislation would be drafted to address these issues and work toward meeting the goals that the 

task force identifies in its review. Ideally, with a bipartisan task force, the findings and 

recommendations could be crafted and presented in such a way as to reduce extensive scrutiny 

and debate prior to seeking approval. Based on the progress currently being made in criminal 

justice reform in Tennessee, it is clear that support for such an undertaking already exists.  

 By reducing its incarcerated population, removing barriers to reentering society for 

former offenders, and focusing on rehabilitation and recidivism reduction, Tennessee could 

experience immense improvement over the next several years. Though change will require 

substantial funding to be successful, the potential social and economic benefits from this 

progress would be equally, if not more, substantial. The societal value to the public of having 

fewer repeat offenders, more people obtaining proper treatment, and fewer citizens in jails and 

prisons would outweigh any monetary costs to taxpayers.  

 Another point of focus should be re-evaluating how Tennessee handles its incarcerated 

population. As it stands, Tennessee jails and prisons currently provide inmates the ability to 
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attend several classes and programs while serving their sentences. Enhancing the availability of 

programs focused on aiding offenders in re-entering society following their incarceration, as well 

as establishing new ones that provide inmates opportunities to learn trades or obtain additional 

education, would be greatly beneficial. A renewed focus on deterring offenders from reoffending 

upon their release would benefit overcrowded jails, courts, community corrections programs, 

offenders themselves, and society as a whole. Making incarceration an opportunity for self-

improvement, rather than simply a punishment, would cause it to be a much more productive and 

effective deterrent to reoffending.  

 Studying the programs currently in place internationally and reassessing the domestic 

approach to incarceration are a good starting point toward crafting a more effective jail and 

prison system. Finding ways to prevent institutionalization, promote normalization and personal 

growth, and work toward true rehabilitation of offenders, could be the way of the future for 

incarceration. Studying the programs in Norway, Germany, South Africa, the Dominican 

Republic, and elsewhere; identifying what is working and how it could be incorporated in 

Tennessee; and using the best attributes of each to specifically tailor a system to Tennessee 

would be revolutionary for our corrections system in the future.  

CONCLUSION 

 Crime will never be fully eradicated. It will always be an aspect of our society. What can 

change, however, is the endless cycle of arrest, incarceration, and release. Simply jailing 

someone does not address the underlying problems that cause them to offend in the first place. 

Identifying the societal factors that lead someone to commit criminal offenses, alleviating their 

prevalence and influence, and providing services that dissuade that person from offending again 

in the future, though expensive and time consuming in the short term, could drastically reduce 
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the amount of time, taxpayer money, and lives wasted if the current status quo remains 

unchanged. Addressing these problems now could prevent future generations from making the 

same mistakes as their predecessors.  

 Additionally, taking steps to reduce an offender’s length of incarceration, attempting to 

provide them with a relatively “normal” existence while incarcerated, and providing 

opportunities to obtain education and rehabilitative treatment, should go a long way toward 

limiting their likelihood of becoming institutionalized. By looking to other countries and states 

that have already started addressing their corrections issues for inspiration, Tennessee can select 

aspects of each and tailor a plan of action that best suits its needs. Crafting a solution to address 

issues specific to Tennessee is the most efficient and beneficial way of executing this plan. 

While Tennessee has begun addressing some of these issues, there is much work to be 

done. A lot of credit is due for the progress that has already been, and continues to be, made. The 

Juvenile Justice Reform Act, the Fresh Start Bill, the recent federal court decision, and the efforts 

of the Coalition for Sensible Justice are all encouraging achievements addressing many of these 

issues. The work that has gone into achieving these goals should not go unnoticed and should 

motivate Tennessee to go that much further.  

Tennessee is at a crossroads, it can either continue along the status quo, or build upon 

these efforts to reach an even greater result. Now is the time to act. Tennessee should look 

elsewhere for influence and inspiration, but also be willing to take what has been achieved by 

others even further. Tennessee should strive to be a frontrunner in criminal justice reform and, 

with the current work being done, as well as continued cooperation among all facets of the 

criminal justice system; it has the potential to do just that. 
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